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TREE HITS ALUMNA

Storm damage sends trunk toppling in Qlad
Staff report
Two women were injured after the top of a
tree feU on them near the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center Wednesday. One woman was
unconscious and was taken to the Murray-Calloway Country Hospital while the other had a
swollen ankle, said Mike Young. assistant vice
president for Student Affairs.
Young said Roberta Miller, an alumna, her
husband Don and Ladonna McCuan, administrative assistant in Business and Public Affairs,
were walking by the Fine Arts Center when a
gust of wind knocked the top of a tree down.
The tree hit Roberta, rendering her unconscious. Young said she did not regain consciousness while on Murray State property. McCuan
walked away from the accident.
"I'm hoping (Roberta is) going to be OK,"
Young said. "They were fortunate it wasn't
worse than it potentiaUy could have been."

Aaron Brame, graduate student from Murray,
said he was walking by the 15th Street gates
when the top of the tree felL He said he and
another student ran to the people to make sure
they were aU right.
"We kept the woman who had passed out elevated until the paramedics and ambulance
arrived," Brame said.
Max Hurst, freshman from Jackson, Tenn.,
was walking by the Fine Arts Center when he
heard the tree fall.
"The next thing I knew, I heard the wind blow
reaUy hard and the top of the tree fell down,"
Hurst said.
Hurst said he knew how to help the women
because of the CPR class he took last semester.
"'t reaUy came in handy," Hurst said.
Don and Roberta Miller were on campus for
a reception. The Millers were major donors of
a charitable remainder trust.
The tree was cut down Thursday morning. Atree near the 15th Street oates fell In the Quad Wednesday. Injuring two women.

Paul Holladay/The News

Complex
progress
on hold

These three men want to lead the student body- you decide Monday
Emily Wuchner

President, he said, and as administrators
lobby in :F rankfort, it is important that
the needs of the students are voiced.
Emlly Wuc:hner
With Student Government AssociaAs a freshman, Clapp was an SGA
News Editor
tion election polls opening Monday, the
senator and head of the freshman coun·
three candidates for president have been
cil. Clapp was later elected vice presi·
The Kentucky Finance and Administrabusy promoting their ideas and plans to
dent, but was forced to resign because
tion Cabinet ruled against a budget lanimprove Murray State student life.
of a previously unnoticed discrepancy in
guage change that would allow funds alloReed Clapp, sophomore from Maythe bylaws. At that time, he was
cated for Phase III {the physics building)
field, Ky., said he is running for SGA
appointed to student government executo be used for Phase II {the chemistry
president because of his passion for
tive assistant.
building) of the science complex.
Murray State. ,He plans to focus on
Clapp said his ability to motivate peoOfficials must now request permission
issues like keeping tuition low, pushing
ple will help him be a good president.
to use University funds to continue work
"The president is basically where the
a transit system and making sure stuon the projec t.
dents have adequate housing.
rest of the student government gets
University President Randy Dunn said
"The most important thing you have
their motivation and maybe their inspi·
officials will ask the Board of Regents, in
ration," Clapp said. "I think that is
to look at is are we moving up-to-date,
a special meeting at 8 a.m. today, to use
and we're kind of falling behind on
something I am really good at, is moti' University contingency money to keep
vating and letting people to achieve
that,• Clapp said. "So, I think it is impol'the project going. If the Board approves,
tant to always continue to either, A; renthings above and beyond themselves
officials will appear in front of a legislaovate, or B: build new buildings. And I
because we're always reaching for hightive committee on Tuesday. Dunn is
think renovating is actually a good idea
er goals and I'm one who likes to push
hopeful the committee will vote that day.
higher and to do better and continue to
for the high rises, because it is much
Dunn said officials want to use about
cheaper than building a brand new
grow.... The president is in that leader·
$2.6 to 2.7 million of University continbuilding."
ship position to encourage others to do
gency funds to complete the biology
Clapp also hopes to upgrade technolothe same."
building and "dry in" the Chemistry build·
gy and to improve SGA involvement
Allan Hendricks, senior from Hendering. Dunn said the request is the maxi·
with different campus events or organison, Ky., said his previous experience
mum amount officials can free up for the
zations, such as the Women's Center or
with SGA and in other campus organiza·
purpose.
Black Student Council.
tions makes him a good candidate for
He said about $2.2 million is from con" I think that people, sometimes, don't
the presidency, and that his background
tingency and $400,000 is a gift.
understand maybe everything about stuwith administrators and college heads
"We still have reserves." Dunn said.
dent government. so If they see we're
will also help him with the job.
"It's not that we're taking all of our
"J've been the (Residential College
involved in their issues and take an
reserves. That would be inappropriate.
Association ) president for the past year
interest in the things they do, then
It's the maximum amount that we think
and I have sat on the executive commitmaybe they'll u nderstand more of what
we can free up for the purpose at this
we're about," Clapp said.
tee and I've realized there was a lot 1
time."
It is the duty of the p resident to sughad to offer SGA and a lot that it had to
Dunn said he will request to use part of
gest changes or improvements to the
the $15 million already appropriated to
Board of Regents and the University
see
3A pay the University back.
"What we would do in the request in
front of the legislative committee, next
Tuesday, we would ask them for permission to pay ourselves back at what time
we would be able to use additional money
for Phase III funding,·• Dunn said.
now and making phone callS," Jordan
"We're looking for folks who have
looking for specific qualities within
Dunn said he hopes Gov. Ernie Fletcher
said. "Once that's completed, the
familiarity with the software pack·
the applicants' resumes.
will hold a special legislative session, at
committee will meet and narrow
ages we are already using," Jordan
"I'm looking for someone who has
which time University officials will again
down the candidates to come to camsaid. "We want someone who underthe ability to work well with stutry to lobby for a budget language change
stands student needs, someone who
dents, faculty and staff," Roberts
pus for face-to-face interviews.
allowing money already granted to be
There will be three or four applicants
has experience in a Registrar's office
said. "The Registrar is a from line
used for Phase II of the science complex.
... someone who's knowledgeable
who visit the campus, depending on
person who can handle many probDunn said if no special session is held,
the reference caUs. We have planned
about transfer articulation, aware of
lems and help the students stay
the University would have to wait until
FERPA laws, aware of NCAA regulaenrolled, stay in school and gradu·
to send our recommendations forJanuary before legislators will consider
ward by the end of April."
tions and a plus would be someone
ate. We are in the process of going
the budget language change. He also said
through the resumes and matching
who's familiar with the large ERP
Jordan said the qualifications for
students
will not be affected by the funds
the Registrar position are extensive
systems."
them up with the qualifications in
used.
and include the ability to work with
the advertisement. We're narrowT racy Roberts, assistant registrar
students as well as Murray State's
for research, is another member of
software.
the search committee and said she is
see
3A
see
3A
News Editor
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Committee examines applicants for new Registrar
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
More than three months after
former Registrar Donna Harris left
Murray State to accept a position in
software testing. the search for a new
Registrar is well underway.
Sandra Jordan, associate provost
and vice president for academic
affairs. is the chair of the Registrar
search committee. She said there
were applicants from across the
nation for the position.
"I'm checking references right

COMPLEX,

REGISTRAR,

T

Judge denies defense motions,
sentences Yonts to 20 years
Elizabeth CawelD
Editor in Chief

Jonathan Burris/The N~

Attorney Dennis Null moved for a new trial Monday for his client Harrison Yonts.

Two months after a jury found him guilty
of wanton murder, Harrison Yonts was offi·
cially sentenced to 20 years in prison by Circuit Court Judge Dennis Foust Monday.
The decision came afte~: Foust's denial of
motions by the defense for a new trial. judgment of acquittal and/or reduction of the
charges to manslaughter. If Foust had granted
the reduction in charges, Null indicated that
Yonts would plead guilty, forfeiting his
opportunity for appeal but significantly trun·
eating his maximum sentence.
"We feel that the court has the right to find
that. based on evidence not introduced at the
trial -· that the court should and would find
that this is not a wanton murder case," Null

said.
Prior to announcing his decision, Judge
Foust talked extensively about his research
into other wanton murder and wanton endangerment cases and his comparisons of the circumstances surrounding those verdicts with
the circumstances surrounding Yonts' case.
"The court is of the opinion that the motion
for judgment of acquittal and the motion for a
new trial has to be denied," Foust said. "... I
don't think I have the legal authority to say.
well, I'm going to reduce it to something lesser. I don't think I have that discretion."
Foust said the court received about 200 letters from friends, family and fellow community members of the Yonts family in Harrison's support and .asking the court to reduce

see YOIITS, 3A
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Thursday, April S
9:01a.m. Facilities Management
advised a subject was stuck on an
elevator in Faculty Hall. The subject was off the elevator on officer arrival. Facilities Management was advised the emergency
call button was not functioning
correctly.
7:44p.m. The residence director
at Richmond College reported a
resident's room door was stuck.
Central Plant was advised.
8:05 p.m. Murray State Police
reported a Murray State van was
at the loading dock at Facilities
Management with a dome light
on. Transportation was advised.

Friday, April 6

C.lilin Dunnagan/!'he News

The men's crew team competes at the John Hunter ReQatta in Oak Ri<f9e, Tenn.. Aprll7. The varsity
.team placed fourth out of 15 other college teams.

Concert honors Provost,
features conductor
The Provost's Concert will be held at 8
p.m. Thursday in Lovett Auditorium.
: The concert will feature guest conduc: tor Gustavo Fontana, a native of Buenos
: Aires, Argentina. Fontana teaches trum: pet and conducting at the Conservatorio
: Municipal "Manuel de Falla" in Buenos
: Aires.
: Fontana will conduct the Murray State
: Wind Ensemble in pieces reflective of
: South America.
: Admission is free. For more informa: tion, call 809-4288.

: Organizations
sponsor
: diversity reception
The Diversity Achievement Awards
' Reception will be held at 6 p.m. April 27
in the Curris·Center Ballroom.
For more information or to RSVP, contact Janet Nail at 809-6836 or
janet.nall@murraystate.edu.

Participation requested
for campus-wide program
Students interested in participating in
Realities on Campus may attend a informational meeting at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the
lobby of Ordway Hall.
For more information, contact the
Women's Center at 809-3140, Adam Scott
at adamp.scott@murraystate.edu or
Myshayla Herron at myshayla.herron@
murraystate.edu.

Correction
In the special section Superfecta, the
address for My Reality Tattoo was incorrectly identified. The business is located
~t 707C S. 12th St. The News regrets the
error.

Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles
Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

12:14 a.m. Murray State Police
arrested James Byars, grad student from Wickliffe, Ky., for driving under the influence, first
offense.
2:38 a.m. A caller from Richmond College reported two
females hyperventilating in the
lobby. Emergency Medical Services was advised. Both subjects
refused transport. An officer
took a report.
10:48 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a dog was
locked in a vehicle with the window cracked. The caller reported
the animal did not seem to be in
distress. The vehicle was gone
upon officer arrival.
3:17 p.m. A walk-in subject at
Public Safety reported being hit
by a vehicle while jogging on
Regents Drive. Emergency Medical Services was notified. EMS
went to Public Safety to check on
the subject. An officer took a
report.
4:31 p.m. A caller asked for
approval to play capture the flag
on campus. Murray State Police
permitted the game. The caller
was advised no water guns could
be used in the game.
4:59 p.m. A caller from White
College reported the smell of gas
in a second-floor room. The Murray Fire Department and Central
Plant were advised. A gas leak
was found behind a dryer. It was
repaired by Central Plant. The
building was cleared to be occupied by the Murray Fire Department. The state f1re marshal was
notified. An officer took a rep.ort.

Saturday, April 7
6:31 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a subject

refused to move from in front of
a Dumpster. The subject was
looking for a lost dog.
3:13 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a vehicle
parked in the college head's parking spot. A parking citation was
issued.
4:51 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a small dog
locked in a vehicle in the parking
lot. The owner was located and
advised not to leave the dog in
the vehicle while parked on campus. An ofticer took a report.
5:40p.m. A caller from Springer
College reported a squirrel in a
room on the third floor. Central
Plant was notified and looked for
the squirrel.

Sunday, April 8
8:44p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a fire trouble
activation. (The alarm was
restored immediately.) Central
Plant was advised. An officer
took a report.
9:50p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported a problem
with an employee. The employee
was waiting for a ride home. An
officer took a report.
7:12 p.m. Racer Patrol was
advised the west door was open
at Wrather Museum. The building coordinator was called and
advised that an officer would
lock the door.

Monday, April 9
2:13p.m. A caller from the Buc;iness Building reported someone
was stuck on the elevator. Facilities Management was notified.
Facilities Management worked
on the elevator and it was not
functioning. No one was on
board.
5:37 p.m. Murray State Police
requested an officer at Franklin
College for a subject hit by a Frisbee. Emergency Medical Services
was advised. The subject was
transported by EMS. An officer
took a report
6:14 p.m. A caller from Hart
College was having trouble with
the power to a computer. The
caller may not have been getting
the proper wattage. The caller
requested someone check the
wattage. Central Plant was
advised.
7:35 p.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a person yelling
in the apartment next door. The
door glass was broken at the
apartment. Central Plant was

advised. An officer took a report.
At 11:58. Murray State Police
arrested Cory O'Brien, sophomore from Murray, on a warrant
for third degree criminal mischief.

Tuesday, AprillO
4:10 p.m. A caller from Aiexan·
der Hall reported a woman had
fallen in the elevator. Emergency
Medical Services was dispatched
by Kentucky State Police. The
elevator alarm sounded. Central
Plant advised the woman was
transported by EMS. An officer
took a report.
5:47p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported people were
stuck in an elevator on the first
floor. They were off the elevator
on Murray Fire Department
arrival. The front desk put a sign
on the elevator until Facilities
Management arrived. An officer
took a report.
ll:41 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported two dogs were
in a room. The caller requested
to speak with an officer. The
individuals were in possession of
the dogs but the owners would
be back to remove the dogs.

Wednesday, April II
4:12 p.m. Housing reported a
heater was on fire in a room at
College Courts. A resident put
out the fire. The Murray Fire
Department and Central Plant
were advised. The apartment
was cleared by the Murray Fire
Department. The state fire m..'lrshal was notified. An officer took
a report.
8:12 p.m. A student at the residential college circle reported a
vehicle was struck by a Dump·
ster blown in the wind. There
was small damage to the left side
of the rear bumper. An officer
took a report.
8:42p.m. A caller reported the
bumper had fallen off ofa vehicle
parked in the residential college
circle. An officer took a report.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts -0
Arrests- 2

Emily Wuchner. news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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YONTS

From Pagel

From Pagel

From Pagel

"I don't think students will see
any impact of this," Dunn said. "It
will pull our reserves down fairly
low but as long a.; there is no
other campus emergency that
takes place of that magnitude,
then I don't think that students
are going to see any impact of h."
According
to
Kentucky
statutes, the University must usc
the $15 million allocated for Phase
III of the science complex.
University officials requested a
budget language change that
would allow the funds to be used
to complete Phase 11.
Emily Wuchner can be reached
at emily.wuchner@murraystate.

ing it down into a smaller, manageable group."
Jordan said finding the perfect
Registrar is important because she
wants to leave the University in
capable hands when she leaves in
June.
Jordan will be Provost and vice
president for academic affairs at
Mississippi University beginning
July 1.
"Like many of the projects I'm
working on that I won't sec come to
fruition, I want to do a good job so I
can leave the university in good
standing," Jordan said. "I'm trying to
finish projects well so my replacement can hit the ground running."

I

In the meantime, Murray State
officials are searching for a replacement for Jordan's position.
fun McCoy, associate provost, is
the chair of the search committee
looking for Jordan's replacement.
HThe deadline for applications
was in late March." McCoy said.
"We received applications from
across the nation. We are just now
in the process of reviewing the
applications to determine those candidates who will come to campus for
an interview. We hope by the middle of May we will have recommendations of who to give an offer to."
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.

his sentence.
Though hl• read excerpts from dozens of
letters, one from Yonts' 9-year-old neighbor sent tremors through the courtroom
just as the verdict had two months before.
"Please let him come home before 1 am
29," the child wrote. "That is a long time."
Foust stressed that life is not over for
Yonts because of the 20-year sentence.
"If you are the young man that everyone says you are, and I believe you are,
then make something positive out of this
and overcome the mess you're in," Foust
said." ... What you do with the rest of your
life is your decision. You still have a
chance."
Yonts will serve the following sentences for each charge: Driving under the

inOuence, 48 hours; tampering with evidence, one year; leaving the scene of an
accident, one year; wanton murder, 20
years. All terms arc served concurrently,
shortened 73 days for time served.
Yonts will be eligible for parole after 85
percent of his sentence, or 17 years, under
the regulations of Kentucky's violent
offender statute.
Dennis N ull filed an appeal Monday
and also m oved for Yonts to be out on
bail pending the appeal. Foust said he
would issue a w r itten order on the
motion, and as of press time no order had
been issued. Foust said there may be a
decision by Tuesday.
Elizabeth Cawein can be reached at
prentiss.cawein@murraystate.edu.

PRESIDENT From Page 1
offer me in personal growth and I
really enjoy being a student advocate," Hendricks said. "I have for the
past three years."
He said one of his main goals is to
reach out to other campus groups.
such as international organizations
and residential colleges.
"We have to make sure th<tt all of
the student organizations know what
we arc doing," Hendricks said. "We
need to make sure that we're seen as a
board with integrity and character for
not just the students but for the facilitators. J really want to see mor~ residential college involvement and more
involvement from Black Student
Council and International Student
Organizations."
Hendricks said the SGA president
should act as a liaison between students, faculty and administrators. If

elected, he plans to attend different
campus meetings to r~main in contact
with students.
Hendricks said to keep building new
Residential Colleges, an increase in
housing fees arc needed. He plans to
survey students about different ideas,
and said he would be happy to lobby in
Frankfort to keep tuition low.
"The big thing that we have to keep
in mind with tuition increases is that
we have to keep the commu nication
open between us and the Board of
Regents," Hendricks said. "They're the
ones who dictate policy for this University. So, with that said, we can't go
in thinking that we're automatically
going to change the rate of tuition or
put a cap on tuition. We have to work
with the Board of Regents to come up
with a solution."
Eric King, junior from Calhoun, Ky.,

and SGA secretary, has been involved
w ith SGA for three years. Through
those years King said he has gained
confidence and a better understanding
of SGA on campus.
"We're not just one--third of the
population as college students, but
we're 100 percent of the future," King
said. "That's why rm so dedicated, so
pac;sionate sometimes about my peers
and the people I sec every day on this
campus because I believe we arc the
future and we're here on Murray
State's campus to get an education and
get out and go into the real world. I
want to make this experience the best
experience possible and make them
understand that they are the future,
and make the legislature and political
leaders know the same thing."
King said he plans to develop a student contract, wherein students would

meet with their advisers and develop a
four-year plan for the student. The
stuJent would sign the contract and if
they follow the plan, but don't graduate in four years. the University will
pay the rest of the student's tuition.
He also plans to have student representation on the city council and better connect the community with the
campus. King hopes to encourage the
diversity of ideas and concepts and
support other campus organizations.
"[want to improve the communica·
tion between SGA and the student
body," King said. "In the past I think
we just kind of met them halfway,
basically saying, 'We're hosting this'
or 'We're hosting that.' .As SGA president, I want to meet them where they
arc.''
King plans to hold open forum!: to
talk about campus issues, gain stu-

Murray
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ALL DAY, ALL- YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET
SzEatuAH, HuNAN, & MAHDARIH CUISINE • EAT- IH OR TAKE-OUT
OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMB1Et4CE YOU REQUIRE FOR AHY
SPECIAL PRIVATE FUHCTIOH!

BIGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•APPmnRs

•Sours
•CIWl RANGooN

dent feedback and lobby · for higher
education.
"I believe that Murray State offers a
high quality education, and with the
increase of tuition our students who
are getting their minds educated are
suffering and that needs to change,"
King said. "... I am willing to put the
time in to travel across the state and
also stay here on campus to see what
we want as a campus and to be able to
voice that where it needs to be
voiced."
Voting is online through links on
Racernet or msusga.com, and begins
at 9 a.m. Monday. Voting will end at
9 a.m. Wednesday. Winners will be
announced Wednesday at the conclusion of the AU Campus Sing in
front of Lovett Auditorium.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Rockelle Gray
Phone: 809-4468

RacerTouch needs updates
~\\\\

Registration fails
to modernize
outdated system

~

; ON FoRT~E

J

%

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all section editors.
"Please hold on for the next available line" has
become an infamous phrase on campus during the
registration process.
In a fast-paced technically-driven world1 many
students may be asking when Murray State will
move into the 21st century and onto the Internet
for registration.
In the Nov. 18, 2005 issue of The Murray State
News, former Registrar Donna Harris predicted
online registration could be available as early as
the next academic year.
Along with Harris, this academic year has come
and gone and students are still registering by the
outdated phone system.
According to the Top Computing Priorities page
on Murray State's registration Web site. web-based
registration is in Phase I now and should be completed by the fall.
But, that is not soon enough for the already frustrated students. some who could spend more than
an hour waiting registration because his or her
name falls in the beginning or end of the alphabet
- depending on the semester.
While we understand that the registration office
is busy registering students and updating the PIN
system, we encourage the office to get the online
system set up for next semester.
With an online system, more students would be
able to register at ,t he same time and it should provide for a faster and easier registration process.
We hope that once the online system is set up,
there will be less registration, drop/add and access
errors.
The registration office should make online registration its first priority.

-

-
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· Professor supports graduation prayer ban

Do you have any problems with registration?

In My
Opinion

"It's because there are various time for
my classes and the ones I can't get in I
have the professors add me."
Chuanyang Chang • Taiwan
senior

"I was on the phone for three hours last
time. So. I'm assuming this time
can't be as bad."

Jim

Jessica Bickwermert ·Center Town, Ky.
freshman

LaValle
Jim LaValle
is an assistant

''It's going to be hard because I'll probably
have problems again and be on the phone
for a long time at 5 a.m."

professor
of sociology.

Lindsay Bums • Louisville, Ky.
freshman

"I don't think it will be hard because I'm
with SSLD and they help me a lot
with scheduling and providing me
with alternatives to classes that are full."
Chelsey Thieneman • Louisville, Ky.
freshman
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As many are aware, I am a rec4!nt "transplant" from
California where I lived for 38 years, from August of
1967 (my parents moved there from Chicago when I
was a month short of S) to August 2005.
It's also where I taught sociology part·time for two
California State University campuses and one research
university for a peried of 10 years (including six years
as a teaching assistant to senior faculty and em~riti>.
God fmally provided me with the professional
opportunity to leave California (a place I admittedly
disliked) permanently to teach sociology full·time here
at Murray State in the department of government, law
and international affairs.
As others are also aware, I am of the firm opinion
that coming to Murray is one of the most positive
changes I have experienced in my adult life (of course.
I've never been married. so let's not consider this rank·
ing necessarily "permanent" <wink>).
I genuinely like. personally, respectfully, professionally and virtually everybody I work with (a true rarity
as compared to west-coast academies), and the stu·
dents here at Murray State are, in my humble opinion,
both academically and intellectually superior - on
average - to their California counterparts.
But what I like and appreciate most of all about this
part of the country, in general and Murray in particular, is the routine acknowledgement and authentic reverence for God and the wide-spread recognition of all
of his blessings.
Moreover. as a committed Christian who not only
believes strongly in the Jesus Christ of the bible, but
also relies heavily on him daily, I could not be happier
than I am here at Murray State, and living in Murray.
It is for these same reasons. though, that I am personally troubled by the recent decision to reinstate
formal prayer for the forthcoming Murray State com·
mencement ceremonies.
The same constitution which guarantees Christians
the right to worship whom they please and in the man·
ner they please (praise God for that) is also the same
constitution which guarantees people of different reli·
gions and spiritual orientations to do the same for
themselves, and mandates the strict separation of
church and State.
This means that it is a violation of the U.S. constitu·
tion to h~ld a formal prayer of any recognizable reli·
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Emily Wuchner
News Editor • 809·4468
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809·4468
Casey Northcutt
College life Editor • 809·4468

gious tradition on government property and with government funding; both constitutional principles which,
unfortunately, are now scheduled to be violated at
Murray State's :2007 commencement ceremonies.
The point is not, as others variously hold. which rell·
gious orientation dominates the area, or how many
students or family members will happily participate in
the prayer portion of the ceremony as compared to
those who won't; rather, the most essential point is
that such a prayer unambiguously violates the same
constitutional principles which render Murray (and
many of the surrounding areas) a truly wonderful
place to live, and free from the fear of un-welcome
government or ~legaln intervention into the daily lives
of its citizens.
Some have understandably argued that the separa·
tion o f church and state does not disallow legally the
mere mention of God or religion at State sanctioned
events such as. say. commencement ceremonies.
In principle. that may be true (see the presidential
swearing in ceremony, and the direct reference to God
on U.S. currency). But in current political and legal
practice, it clearly isn't.
A well-respected and prosperous city ncar my for·
mer home in California was sued recently by a politi·
cal organization (which sl1all for now remain anony·
mous) for simply including a small cross on its official
city seal (along with a number of othcr symbols).
The city council lost its legal bid to keep the cross
on the seal, and it lost in a rather lopsided (legally
speaking) fashion to this particular (heavily funded)
political organization.
Similar litigation also took place recently in a simi·
Jar city over a large cross located on government property, and the wdefendants" lost their bid to retain their
cross, as well Both no doubt stand as very expensive
lessons in Constitutional law.
To be sure, this is the most common result of such
legal confrontations. ln addition, this is the only out·
rome 1 authentically fear. yet it is the one which the
commencement prayer is most openly inviting.
An article by a very well respected figure here at
Murray State recently noted the costs of lawsuits to
Murray State, and that they should be avoided. Why,
then, is Murray State openly inviting this (potentially
very costly) one?
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Former vice president wants your vote
In My

Opinion

Reed

Clapp
Reed Clapp

is a sophomore
from Mayfield. Ky.

"Meet people where they're at," is
what my mother always said. Growing
up with this ideal has shaped the leader I
have become today.
Leadership is being able to recognize
people's needs and the diverse backgrounds from which they come.
I have a passion for meeting and
developing relationships with all types
of people.
Whether it's working with the Student
Government Association, attending
Campus Outreach or giving campus
tours, I find that every individual contributes to the identity of Murray·State.
Having a passion for Murray State and
understanding the diverse culture is
what makes an effective SGA president.
Being elected vice president of SGA
last :;pring and serving on many University councils, I have gained an even
deeper appreciation for every facet of
our institution.
The purpose of the SGA president is

to serve as the voice of all students.
The Ideas of tuition, parking and housing are three reoccurring issues among
students.
As president, I would always vote to
keep tuition low, affordable and competitive.
Currently, housing on campus is
another issue to be tackled.
Housing facilities should be renovated
or built new to accommodate a growing
student population.
With this in mind, parking also needs
to be addressed. Many other schools
have a transit system that transports students from far parking lots to campus
buildings, and I think that could be an
option for Murray State.
While tuition, parking and housing are
obvious concerns, there are other less
known issues of equal importance.
Academic advising is an important
service provided to students.
The system could be improved by pro-

viding more specialized training for
advisers to ensure that students meet
their requirements for graduation, while
gaining a solid foundation for their
careers.
Murray State is an important component of the Murray community.
Having an SGA representative at city
council meetings would allow students
to be informed of city policies and
upcoming events.
Student government involvement in
other student organizations' events
would help to develop relationships with
many types of students. This, in turn,
shows that the student government
understands the various needs of students and that they are important to
SGA.
With involvement comes collaboration with various organizations, such as
the Black Student Council, the Women's
Center and the International Student
Organization.

SGA should not only focus externally,
but internally as well.
I would seek to evaluate the performance of student government by assess·
ing the programs that are offered and
ensuring the organization follows its
constitution and mission. These issues
will remain issues, unless they are carried forth by an effective leader.
My passion for Murray State and its
students provide me with the diligence
to serve both the University and its community.
I am proud that Murray State continually strives to seek excellence and I, too,
will continue this movement towards
higher achievement.
By always keeping students' opinions
and values at the forefront ofSGA's decisions, I hope to enhance the quality of
students' lives at Murray State.
As the SGA president, I would not be
just a leader, but also a servant and most
importantly your friend.

RCA president runs for office according
In My

Opinion

Allan
Hendricks
Allan Hendricks
is a senior from
H~nderson. Ky.

My platform is challenging, yet in my
opinion attainable: work with the Board
of Regents and administrators to find
options on student worker cuts due to
the minimum wage increase; work with
public .safety. the senate, Residential
College Association and administrators
to identify any hazards (immediate or
potential); and work with housing, college heads and RCA to improve living
conditions within the residential colleges.
Hand in hand with that is creating a
standard of customer service for Facilities Management since many students
are fed up with the responses they
receive.
The next SGA president, along with
the SGA executive board, must find
ways to hold senators accountable so
that they will be present at meetings and
fulfill their tasks. The executive board
must be held accountable to complete
their tasks.
Campus organization involvement
with SGA must be addressed. SGA has
long ignored many organizatioqs on this
campus, including the international student organizations, and this cannot continue if we arc to represent the students
and the ir interests.
With that said, senators must attend ro
their groups and notify them of what
SGA is planning or legislation that we
intend to pass.
Next year, we must fulfill the promise
of support that we have made with the
recycling committee this year and help

them in any way in the future.
We must also continue the work started this year investigating book prices
and ways to reduce them. The ·SGA
executive board must be seen as a group
of students with character and integrity
with both the students and faculty. We
will not be able to achieve anything
without this.
I plan on the executive board to set
goals (much like the senate does) at the
beginning of the year to help them
achieve this. As president, I plan to provide the senate and the executive board
with the tools they need to succeed.
This may be the minutes from the last
meeting, meetings set up with administrators, or maybe just a pat on the back
for a job well done because recognition
is lacking in SGA). The success of SGA
isn't just for the president or any one
person, it is for everyone.
For the past year, I've had the privilege of being the RCA president. I've
looked at this year as a rebuilding time
for RCA.
We've built up our relationship with
both SGA and school administrators this
year. RCA has at least doubled participation in progr:ams, varied programs and
thrown out programs that were not
effective.
I worked with David Wilson, director
of Housing, to implement the lofted bed
program in the residential colleges next
year.
I've brought several building maintenance issues to the administrators in the

2007 student

housing office and to Vice President for
Student Affairs Don Robertson, which
were addressed.
During my term, we've built relations
with the Kentucky Association of Residence Halls and placed a member on the
board to represent Murray State and
other Kentucky schools. This past year,
we showed the strength and importance
of the organization and received a budget increase.
We decided to take this budget and
pass part of it on to the residential col·
leges in the form of supplemental funding for programs and conferences.
I'm a member of the food services
committee and bring RCA's and other
students' concerns and issues to Food
Services Director Richard Fritz so that
they can be addressed.
Recently, I served on a procurement
team that evaluated the furniture purchase for the new Clark college.
The most important thing this year
was building a team out of the RCA
executive board and not just five individuals. We were able to help each
other and make sure that our tasks were
completed on time
My other leadership and student
advocacy experience is being a resident
adviser in Hart College for two years,
RCA representative for one year, RCA
secretary and treasurer for one year,
counselor in the college of lET, part of
Cyber Cave to recruit students, desk
supervisor for Elizabeth College, and
held two offices in my fraternity.

Ballot

President candidates:
Reed Clapp
Allan HendrickS
Eric King

Vice president candidates:
Whitney Harrod

Whitney Bush
Phillip DuVentre
Derek Nance

Whitney Overstrtet

Secretary campaigns for seat
In My

Opinion

Eric
King

Eric King
is a junior from
Calhoun, Ky.

Student sets new goals
for SGA organization
I am running for Student Government
Association president as a fellow student
who is truly representing your needs.
My platform is not filled with my
ideas. It is fllled with yours. SGA has the
unique capacity to make change and get
results.
Two things are necessary to accomplish the vision: the leaders of SGA must
know what students want so that we can
better serve you, and the leaders of SGA
must work with an undying fervor to
fight for your needs at every level with
by being on campus or being a member
of the Board of Regents.
As president, I will focus on:
Connecting to the community
The experience of being a Racer is not
limited to the boundaries of the University. Rather, students are as much citizens of Calloway County as they are
members of the campus community for
the ftrst time in Murray State history.
I want to negotiate with the office of
the mayor so that next year's SGA president can appoint a Murray State student
to Murray's city committees and com-

missions.
As president, I will ensure that the
perspective of the student body is heard
by the leaders of the Murray community
by placing students on policy making
bodies.
Expa.oding student services
Using a portion of the SGA budget
surplus, in addition to other funding
sources, my administration will expand
the services of SGA into new areas, and
use SGA resources to improve existing
ones.
With a successful track record of
accomplishing major projects across
campus and solid relationships with
administrators, faculty and staff members throughout the University, I will
ensure that the needs of the student
body take center stage as new policies
are drawn up and Murray State charts its
futur~.

From the Board of Regents to the various University committees and every
level in between, your issues are my priority.
SGA simply must reach out to the stu-

dent body more effectively.
Murray can be whatever we wish it to
be, but progress is only achieved
through open lines of communication
and the spreading of ideas.
This is your SGA, and our efforts
should be directed at meeting your
needs as you express them to us.
AdvocatiDs for hJgber education
Let's face it, tuition is on the rise and
we need leaders in SGA that will bring a
strong voice for the students.
I have spoken many times in Frankfort
at higher education rallies with the governor, state legislatures and hundreds of
students all across the Commonwealth.
I've said it there and l'll say it again,
the young people of this state aren't just
one third of the population, but 100 percent of the future and that's why they
must invest in us.
It is important to have leaders who
realize this need and understands how to
negotiate with public officials regarding
tuition.
Bottom line: we need a leader who has
a plan and isn't going to give empty
promises.
I want you, as the student body, to
hold me accountable to this vision
because when students unite together
great things happen.
My motto is a vision of what could be.
The experience to make it happen.

to jim ...

Nothing convenient
about global cooling
As far as documentaries are concerned,
AI Gore's" An Inconvenient Truth" has been
the eye-opening buzz
of the year.
The former vicepresident has the right
idea. There is nothing
convenient about glob·
al warming.
Well, I can think of
something that's not
very convenient at all:
Jim
unpacking all of my
sweaters
in April.
Burch
I'm sure scientists
from all over the world could throw
charts and graphs at me and accuse me of
poisoning the earth with the emissions
from my Cavalier.
Truth be told, you couldn't close that
debate any faster than one between
Charles Darwin and Billy Graham. It's
just too open ended.
I find that I am more inconvenienced
by cold weather than warm, especially
when I have to switch from one climate to
the next.
My best fantasy league pitcher, Felix
' Hernandez, can't even earn me the points
1 I deserve because baseball isn't typically
played in the snow. Pretty inconvenient.
Honestly, that's pretty much the only
atrocity that's really caused me any pain
and suffering. The rest are just annoyances.
It annoys me to hear the words "global
warming" because it sounds like everything else that it's similar to - conspiracy
theory.
I defme a conspiracy theory as a radical
idea that intrigues the general public and
carries some evidence, but can't actually
be proven to anyone, which means the
moon landing in 1969, Sept.ll, the Priory
of Sion - that one is actually pretty coolglobal warming, they're all just an idea
someone had and it caught the public eye.
The only reason global warming is now
so recognized is because a credible politician is supporting it.
No one cares about the Sept. ll conspiracy video "Loose Change," because it was
just created by some loser with a laptop
computer and Google Earth.
But I'm not buying Al Gore either.
What did he ever do except serve two
terms as vice president and win the popular vote against George W. Bush (too
bad it wasn't the real one)?
OK, so the guy has a resume, but that
doesn't change the fact that I'm still wear·
ing a coat to class every morning.
And now that the weather is finally
returning to normal (minus the wind and
unstable trees), we can see the balance of
the universe.
·
Sometimes it gets hot for a while and
sometimes it gets cold, but there is always
a middle point to reference back to.
So until giant chunks of glaciers crash
into Massachusetts or California breaks
apart from the mainland, I'm going to
keep consuming petroleum products with
no regret or remorse.
Besides, if it ever gets to the point of no
return, I'm sure my children or grandchildren can handle the problem appropriately.

Jim Burch is the weekly opinion columnist
for The Murray State News. He can be
reached at james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Campus events key for VP candidates
Emlly Wuchner
News Editor
The three candidates vying for Student
Government Association vice president
have new ideas and improvements they
hope to implement at Murray State.
Whitney Bush, juniot from Winchester,
Ky., has been involved with the Campus
Activities Board as showcasing chair and
concert chair. Bush hopes to continue
making improvements across campus
next year.
"1 think we were getting better at publicity for Campus Activities Board," Bush
said. "I think we could continue to try new
things with that."
Bush said she wants to get some things
done on a smaller scale throughout the
year but also hopes to have bigger events,
like the John Mayer concert.
~ She said she plans to listen to ideas from
administrators and students to improve
campus life.
"I think it's just about getting out there
on campus more and meeting more people," Bush said. "I'm willing to listen to
other people's ideas."
Bush said she plans to improve things
within CAB, such as getting members
more organized and committed.
Bush said her enthusiasm and experience make her best for the job.

"I think a shuttle service will be something that is great, not only for commuters
or people trying to shop but also for campus activities," DuVentre said. "Hopefully if we get the shuttle service started, it'll
be able to collaborate with SGA and CAB
and pick students up when we have lectures or concerts."
Derek Nance, sophomore from Murray,
said if he is elected vice president, he
hopes to reach out to all types of people
on campus.
"We're supposed to represent the students but think of new and more efficient
ways to do it, and really do it," Nance said.
Nance said he hopes to improve the way
the SGA senate elects representatives.
"We have a process we use to vote people on the Senate if we have an opening
and l don't think it is really efficient,"
Nance said.
Nance said he is best for the job because
he is very involved in campus activities
and is passionate about everything he
does.
"1 think a neat thing about myself and
the other candidates are that we all have
our strengths and weaknesses and I think
it is good that we all know what they are,"
Nance said. "I can bring new ideas. I am
from Murray. so I can bring the community on to the campus."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.

"I think it takes a lot of enthusiasm to do
the Campus Activities Board," Bush said.
"I can deft.nitely bring that and rve been
around it. It's really been a big part of my
years here at Murray State. I'm dedicated
and if 1 say I am going to do something,
I'm going to do it"
Phillip DuVentre, senior from Jackson.
Tenn., and current SGA vice president
said his involvement with SGA for the
past two years makes him good for the
job.
Du Ventre said he hopes to bring more
acts, such as hypnotist and comedians to
campus.
"I beliive we do a lot of that now but I
want to move away ... more towards some
acts or lectures that students can really
enjoy and get something from it they'll
actually remember," OuVentre said.
He said catering to more students and
frequently having activities is important.
OuVentre plans to have activities at a
variety of times and he also hopes to
increase the number of concerts.
"ff we do get another artist like John
Mayer, that would be great," DuVentre
said. "If we don't, I'd like to have a lot
more ... concerts or comedians. That's
something where I think we have a lot of
room for improvement."
OuVentre also said he is in support of a
shuttle service because it could potentially help students get to SGA events as well.

-
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ExPerience important for secretary spot
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News Editor
Secretary candidates for the
Student Government Association have been campaigning
since April 2 for office for the
2007-08 school year. This
year's candidates arc Jonathan
Burdon, Kara Mantooth and
Christopher Podunajec.
Bllrdon, freshman from
Marion, Ky., already has experience with SGA despite being
in his first year at Murray
State.
"I have an ambition to help
tht> students,'' Burdon said.
"SGA is a true passion of mine
and I really think through it we
can do a lot of good for the students."
,,
Burdon said, if elected, be
intends to focus on tuition
issues and work with tbe Campus Activities Board to get

more concerts to Murray.
Burdo!) said he hopes to
hold open forums for the student body to offer students an
opportunity to discuss issues
and offer opinions.
Burdon is the freshman senator and co-president of the
Freshman Council. He said he
feels he has accomplished a lot
in his first year and hopes students can see hls ambition.
"I really want to get things
done," Burdon said. "... I just
want to encourage the student
body to vote for the individual
they think will best represent
them, if that's me, great, if it is
one of my opponen~s.vote for
them."
Kara Mantooth, sophomore
from Owensboro, Ky., also has
experience with SGA as she is
completing her frrst term.
"I (am) a senator ... and after
serving for a year I felt I had
the qualifications to step up

and run SGA from that position," Mantooth said.
Mantooth said, if elected,
she wants to strengthen ties
between SGA and other University organizations because
working together will allow
each organization to achieve
more.
Mantooth said she wants to
utilize the SGA senators to
connect to different organizations and set up meetings.
Mantooth is involved in various other student organizations including serving as
social chair and awards for her
sorority Alpha Omicron Pi,
which she feels developed her
leadership skills.
Christopher
Podunajec.
junior from Lincoln, 01., has
been on SGA for three years
and feels running for secretary
is important because he has
experience with SGA.
''I feel like I can definitely

give a helping hand in how the
student government is run in
the University,'' Podunajec
said.
Podunajec said he wants to
work with the Board of
Regents to inform students
about what SGA does and utilize the resources on campus
to meet the needs of students.
"A big thing is working with
the University to keep tuition
low," Podunajec said.
Podunajec served on SGA as
the Springer-Franklin College
representative his freshman
and sophomore years and is
currently the representative
for the College of Health, Sciences and Human services. He
also served on the SpringerFranklin Residential College
Council and Executive Board
for two years.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Treasurers focus
on awareness
Ashley Edw ards
Assistant News Editor
Whitney Harrod and Whitney Overstreet share something in common other than having the same frrst name both are candidates for 2007-QS Student Government
Association treasurer.
Harrod, sophomore from Louisville, Ky., transferred to
Murray State in January from the University of Mary
Washington in Virginia and has already established herself
within the SGA by serving as a senator-at-large.
Harrod said when she arrived in Murray the SGA was
accepting applications and doing interviews for the senator
position, and said getting involved with SGA was a way to
make connections on campus. Harrod wants to move to the
position of treasurer to get more involved with the organization and assist in delegating the budget.
If elected, Harrod said she will make fair, honest decisions and spend the budget wisely on the right programs.
She also plans to work toward lowering the tuition
increase.
Since, unlike many of her fellow SGA senators, she is not
Greek, Harrod said she would bring a more diverse representation of the students to the organization.
·
Harrod was involved in several activities prior to transferring to Murray which she said provided her with the
skills to be successful as treasurer, including serving as a
student honor adviser, a position in which she worked
closely with students.
She was also an intern at Humana Insurance, where she
worked with customers to meet their needs.
"I feel I have the experience and leadership that is adequate to serve on the Executive Board on SGA,'' Harrod
said.
The second candidate for treasurer, Whitney Overstreet,
junior from Paducah, Ky., is also a senator-at-large for
SGA.
Overstreet said she decided to run for treasurer because
the position offers a scholarship and gives her the opportunity to be on the Executive Board.
Overstreet said, if elected, she wants to get more students aware of what SGA does on campus, encourage students to bring issues to SGA and alert students that SGA is
available for their use.
"I want students to be able to see student government is
here for their benefit," Overstreet said.
Overstreet said she hopes to use the SGA Web site to
connect with the students and administrators by posting a
blog discussing financial issues.
Overstreet said she has a strong background of leadership and working with program budgets from her involvement in other campus organizations. As the president of
Alpha Omicron Pi, Overstreet supervises the duties of
about 30 officers, including finance and budget planning.
Overstreet said her service as a student ambassador
taught her volumes about the University that will assist her
if elected treasurer.
Voting begins 9 a.m. on Monday and will continue
through 9 a.m. on Wednesday. Results will be announced
in Lovett Auditorium at 5 p.m. on Wednesday.
Ashley Edwards can be reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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I. Aaron Weore
2. Adam Boord
3. Adam Bomar
4. Adam Murphy
s. Adam Presmtt
6. Adam Vanhooser
7. AJ Krouse
8. Alex Goodsen
9. Alex Meredith
10. Alexander Roberts
11. Andrew Bedcman
12. Andrew Grossman
13. Andrew Robbins
14. Andy HOW8Iton
15. Aton Thuroay
I6. Aostin Cohoon
17. Allstin Ellfol
18. Austin Pruitt
19. Ben Henke
20. Ben Howard
21. Ben Lemond
22. Ben Stinnett
23. Bnly Jackson
24. Blain Nichols
2S. Bloke Neiten
26. Bob Hathaway
27. Bobby Goedke
28. Bobby Polt5
29. Brad EhleiS
30. 8rondon Anderson
31. Brandon /Myo
32. Bray Melson
33. Bret Welter
34. Brett Wbllt
35. Brion lodd
36. Brion Podc
37. Brion Poet
38. Colvin Morris
39. Chad Tow
40. Chose Browning
41. Chose Lambert
42. Chose Venable
43. Chris Choodler
«. Chris Nuttte
45. Christian Kloos
46. Oovtoo Oorl:
47. Cody Doms
48. Cory Mootymoker
49. Cowoon Owens
so. uoig Goodwin
51. Croig Roberts
52. Ciolg Thomas
53. Don Phillips
54. Don Rouse
55. Donitl Ard
56. Daniel Fukuhoro
57. Daniel Roe
58. Dorrid Pinkston
59. Dow Jennings
60. DIMd Goi'Yin
61. Denver Rhodes-Mo!il
62. Derek Risfe(
63. DJ Stol'f
64. Don Robemon

Add some Leadership & Excitement to your schedule today! For more information,
contact the Murray St. Army ROTC at 270-809-5061 or visit http://www.murraystate.edu/rotc/

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Doug Dowell
Drew HuM(
Eric King
Eric Phillips
Evon Espy

Getemv Harper
71. Greg Humkey
72. Greg Vonhorne

73. Hombro Deoois
74. Houston Ellis
75. Hun~t~ llroMI
76. Joke Simmons
77. James Washburn
78. Jonod ley
79. Joml Renner
80. Joson Elpers
81. Joson Spain
82. Jay H"rtt
83. Jeremy Burris
84.
85. Jesse Wi1ioms
86. Jim Burch
87. Jnnmle Rhodes
88. Joe Ebert
89. Joe Joruc.,
90. Joe Shane
91. Joey Rupsdt
92. Joel Perkins
93. John Codwell
94. John Jeff8ISOII
95. John Jenkins
96. John Roberts
97. J~ Anderson
98. Joo Hedges
99. Jonothon Bosldn
100. Josh Bouer
101. Josh Spears
102.Jordan Turner
103.JIJS!in fron<e
104. Justin Hut<hisoo
lOS. Justin Morris
106. Justin Ray
107.Justin Yount
108.leegon Deoois
109. Kent Oouse
110. Kent Momlng
111. Kevin Fonell
112. Kevin Tobef
113. krisfupher Moudt
llUyle Stork
11 S. London t.opektt
116. Lee Brinkley
117. Let Taylor
118.1.eonord Motlodt
119. lucian Rogers
120 Luke Nowlin
121. Luke Thomas
122. MorHshley
123.Morlc Morris
124. Moson Corter
125. Milson O.jomell
126. Mott Domin
127. Mlltt Dennis
128. Mlltt lingles

Jesse.

129. Mlltt SandtiSOn
130. Michoel Bolton
131. Mi<hoel Brinlcinan
132. Mi<hael Craft
133. Michael Rhea
134. Mimael Vanhooser
135. Michael W~nte
136. Mike Brown
137.Mike Doft
138. Mike Forni
139. Milch HullmGn
140. Milch Koetter
141. Note Gretn
142. Note Rob8ISOII
143. Nathan Davis
144. Nidlolos Ksluopolski
145. Nidt Pote
146. Porker lfouse
147. Pot Fallon
148. Pollick Clark
149. Po!ridc Harris
1SO. Phil DuVenlle
I51. Ple!ident Randy Dunn
152. Reed dopp
153. Ron Beaton
154. Roonie Walb
1SS. Ross formet
156.Kussell Broots
157. Ryan Chondltf
158. Ryon Cobb
159.Ryon Fo..W
160. Ryon Houston
161. Ryon Morfin
I62. Ryon Noland
163. Ryon Rholeder
164. Ryan Siebers
165. Ryon Schuler
166. Ryan Smitllson
167. Ryon Williams
168. Rvne So~·
169. Sam Johnston
170. Sam lr¥«
171. Seth Holbrook
172. S<oll Moyes
173. Smtl Sanders
174. Seth Pei!Y
175. Shod Booz
176. Taylor Johnson
177. rnn Stolt
178. Toby Hofer
179 Iom krones
180. Ty Homed
18l.T~er Fost•
182. T~er Gleene
183. T~er Holloway
184. Wes Cullen
185. Will Werner
186. Zoe Elmore
187. Zocb Bomotd
188. loch ~night
189.Zoch McCay
190.Ioch Wipflt~

Thursday, April 19th
9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Oaks Country Club
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'Breds come back from 10-run deficit; beat Memphis twice.

Elaine Kight!The News

catcher Jason Payton attempts to beat out a throw at first base In the 'Breds' U-12 victory ewer Memphis Tuesday.
Tommy Dillard

of pent-up frustration on Memphis
pitching, scoring two runs in the
first, six in the third, five in the seventh and one more in the eighth.
Memphis didn't go quietly in the
ninth however, as Stacy and Perconte combined to walk the bases
loaded with one out. Joey Lieberman
came to bat for the Tigers and
grounded sharply to third baseman
Owen, who promptly tagged the bag
and threw to first to complete the
comeback victory for Murray State,
offering a glimmer of hope for the
'Breds in what has been another trying season.
"rm just so proud of our guys,"
head coach Rob McDonald said.
"We've had a tough time this year
but our guys continued to compete
and battle. We just kept plugging
away. There was never a point, even
down lQ-0, where anybody quit or

Sports Editor
No one could have blamed the
'Breds Tuesday bad they called it a
game after giving up a 10-run first
inning to Memphis.
After all, no one expected 7-21
Murray State to give the 39th-ranked
Tigers much of a game anyway. But
the 'Breds had other ideas.
Eight innings and 14 Murray State
runs later, third baseman Tyler
Owen completed a double play that
slammed the door on a Memphis
ninth-inning rally and sent the
Tigers tucking tail back to the Bluff
City with a 14-12 loss, wondering
what went wrong.
Brad Rowland, Anthony Stacy and
Mike Perconte provided 8.2 innings
of solid relief and the Murray State
offense unleashed a season's worth

hung their head. They know anything can happen."
Owen's game-saving double play
capped off a day in which the sophomore went three-for-five, driving in
two runs and scoring one.
"I was just glad (Lieberman) hit it
where we could field it," McDonald
said of the double play. "It was obviously a huge play. In a game like that,
as offensive as it was, you just hope
that eventually somebody's going to
bit it at someone, and fortunately he
did."
Second baseman Seth Hudson Jed
the 'Bred offense, going four-for-five
and driving in four runs. Stacy
picked up the win. providing three
innings of scoreless relief in his first
outing since March 7.
The win must have provided the
'Breds with some other-worldly confidence; they managed to make an

already memorable week even better by defeating the Tigers again
Wednesday, this time in Memphis,
and completing the sweep of a
nationally-ranked squad.
It was another nail-biter as Murray State entered the bottom of the
ninth ahead by three runs. Memphis
scored two but stranded the tying
run on third as the 'Breds improved
to 9-21 (3-3 OVC) on the season, with
a lot of baseball remaining to be
played.
"There's been so much of the year
that we've felt like we've been on the
verge of breaking loose and playing
real well and we're hoping that this
will help u.s get on a streak."
The 'Breds are already on a threegame winning streak, their largest of
the season, and after putting up 21
runs on Memphis in two games. it
appears the offense is continuing to

improve.
Murray State batters hit a whopping .488 in Tuesday's game and hit
.250 as a team on Wednesday.
McDonald said the trend of offensive improvement is starting to
become apparent.
"Our offense has consistently been
on an upswing for awhile," McDonald said. "It's not going to always be
a constant improvement, but I think
our guys, as a trend, have been
swinging the bat better and better
for a while now."
The 'Breds will fmd out just how
long all that good karma will stick
around this weekend when they host
Eastern Kentucky (5-3 in OVC play)
in a doubleheader Saturday and a
single game Sunday. The action
begins at 1 p.m. both days.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at

thoTTUJS.dillard@murraystate.edu.

---------

Women build winning streak to 9 matches
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
You'll have to forgive the
tennis team if
they've forgotten what it feels
like to lose. After all, it's been
over a month since the Racers
dropped a match.
With just one week remaining before OVC Championships,
Murray
State
stretched its winning streak
to nine matches this week and
sits in second place in the
OVC with a conference
record of 7-1, one game
behind undefeated Samford.
The Racers picked up a
woril~n's

I

Jonathan Burris/The News

Rachael Lask connects on a backhand In Tuesday's match.

huge 4-3 win at then-secondplace
Tennessee-Martin
Monday and returned home
Tuesday to shut out Austin
Peay 7-0. Head coach Connie
Keasling said the squad's nailbiting victory over Martin
sets the tone for the rest of
the season and gives the Racers confidence.
"' told the players, if you
can beat (head coach) Dennis
Taylor at UT-Martin on their
home court, then you can beat
anybody," Keasling said.
Just two weeks after
becoming Murray State's alltime winningest women's
tennis player, Anna Lask

became the Racers' winningest doubles player when
she and Racbael Lask defeated their Skyhawk opponents
8-6.
•
Both Lask twins won their
respective singles matches in
two sets each, No. 6 player
Lyndsay Ottosen defeated
Mary Beth Gunn 6-2, 6-0, and
the Racers won two out of
three doubles matches to
defeat the Skyhawks.
The Racers faced a somewhat less formidable opponent Tuesday in Austin Peay
and the Racers managed to
shut out the Governors
despite Keasling's decision to

rest Anna Lask and Lynsey
Bochenek in favor of Adriana
Alvarez and Anne Pennington.
"That's where our depth
comes in," Keasling said. "We
have about five players who
are all about the same level
day in and day out. Anybody
can win. To see our four, five
and six come in and play that
strong and that well, that's
great because that's really
where championships are
actually won."
In Anna Lask's absence,
Rachael Laslc took over the

see StiUI, 2B

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: FSN @ 7 p.m.
NHLHockey
Sharks at Predators

Murray State Events

Saturday: ESPN @ 4 p.m.
Horse Racing
Bluegrass Stakes

Saturday: M Tennis @ 10 a.m.
Charleston, Ill.
Murray State at Eastern Ill.

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State ·

Sunday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: W Tennis @ 2 p.m.

Sunday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Spurs at Mavericks

MLB Baseball
Padres at Dodgers

Charleston, Ill.
Murray State at Eastern Ill.

Reagan Field
Eastern Kentucky at Murray State
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lmus' words
,
Golf
team
wins
blown out of
proportion Men's golf team

TSU Intercollegiate

1

.·Sticks and stones may break my bones
but words will never harm me.
,·Haven't heard that one in a while.
•, Instead, all we've heard about is the
uproar surrounding Don lmus' comments
regarding the Rutgers .--------~
women's basketball
team, caJling them
"nappy-headcd hos.''
The media and AI
while Jerry Price, Kyle LanSharpton have turned
drum
and Mark Brant each
Sarah
Tinsley
three words uttered
handed in a score of 220 tie
Staff writer
from the mouth of a
for lOth place out of 56
wished-up radio host
competitors.
The
men's
golf
team
has
into one of this year's
The Racers fell behind
had
quite
a
season
this
year
greatest controverEastern Illinois University
and this week was no
sies. Judging from the
in the first round but were
exception as they took
.qproar, you would
able
to pull ahead with an
home
the
championship
of
t tynk lmus murdered
18-shot lead in the second.
the
Tennessee
Intercolle! §meone.
Tommy
That lead was due to the
giate tournament at Grey... While what Imus
Dillard
Racers' lowest score of the
stone
Golf
Course
in
Dixon,
:iiid is despicable
Sports Editor
season - a 66 shot by
Tenn., on Tuesday.
and has no place on
Moore.
This was the team's
radio airwaves, the circus surrounding
Chris Griffin, Nick Griffourth
tournament
win
of
what should be a non-issue is even more
fm
and Jared Wolfe played
the
season,
a
statistic
that
dt!spicable.
the tournament as individuhas not been matched in
Have Americans really become so thinals.
several years.
,_sl<inned that a flippant comment from
Chris Griffm finished 21st
The
team
has
also
Imus, of aJI people, can upset us this
with rounds of 73·80-72,
achieved nine top five finll)uch? George W. Bush, maybe. Hillary
Nick Griffm fmished 28th
ishes.
. Clinton, perhaps. But Don lmus? Don't
with
rounds ofn-75-78 and
Hunt
Head
coach
Eddie
we have bigger issues to be concerned
Wolfe finished 36th with
about than what comes out of an angry said he is very satisfied
scores of 73-84-77.
with the way his team has
old man's mouth?
The
OVC
Champibeen
playing.
For those unfamiliar with lmus. he has
onships begin April 22 and
''We've been playing
built a career and a reputation around
Hunt feels his team is prereally well." he said. "I
nying offensive things about everyone.
pared.
don't
think
a
team
has
had
'
He makes fun of Jews. women, gays.
"We've had experience
this
record
in
a
long
time,
I
blacks and anyone else under the sun.
playing on good courses all
know not in the last few
Folks, this is nothing new.
season," he said. "This one
years anyway.
They're
, Who should be most ashamed in all
(Greystone) was a really
working
bard."
this, other than Imus himself? Well, the
good course and the PaducSophomore
Mitchell
media, Al Sharpton and Rutgers Universiah one is nice. This just
Moore earned his flrst col·
ty, which is eating up the free publicity
gives us experience and
legiate
victory
after
he
shot
and asking for seconds. Just listen to the
makes us play better.
rounds
of
70·66-75
for
a
· comments.
"It helped quite a bit wintotal of 219.
"Don lmus does not understand the
ning
this tournament and l
This
helped
to
earn
him
power of his words," said the president of
think
it's helped the confithe
title
of
co-golfer
of
the
the Rutgers' chapter of the NAACP. "It is
dence of the team. We had
week by the Ohio Valley
Qur responsibility to remind him."
a really bad tournament in
Conference.
• . •~et me remind you that Don lmus'
Jonathan Burris!The New1·
the fall and one in the
"Mitchell
had
an
out. wQrds carry no power unless you allow
spring. And we came off
standing
tournament,"
Sophomore Mitchell Moore was named co·golfer of the week after recordino his first colleoiate win.
them to.
our last one strong, and I
Hunt said. "He ended up
•. Essence Carson, a junior forward on
think that really helped a
winning
by
five
strokes,
"Eastern Kentucky' got a
J think- that we're definitely
at the OVC Championships.
, the team, said Imus' words "have taken a
lot.''
good team and so docs
in the bunt, especially if we
hosted by UT-Martin at
toll on us mentally and physically" while which is a pretty decent
Hunt also thinks his team
lead for a golfer. He played
Austin Pcay." Hunt S<lid.
keep doing what we have
Country Club of Paducah in
players spoke through tears on television.
may be in the running for
"Jacksonville State's good
been."
Paducah, Ky.
very well and it showed."
, Granted, I don't know what it's like to be
an
OVC
championship
if
too,
though.
You've
got
a
Senior
Michael
Craft
fmThe
Racers
final
tournaSarah Tinsley can be
. subjected to racial slurs, but I think if
they continue playing like
ment of the season will be
reached at sarah.tinsley
lot of really good teams that
ishcd 7th with scores of 73•something a crotchety old radio host said
they have.
next weekend, April 21-24,
@murraystate.edu.
71-75 to end with a 211,
could do well this year. But
made me cry on television a week after
,the fact, I might begin to seriously question my life. ·
, The truth is that the Rutgers women's
.basketball team would be nowhere near
.the headlines right now without lmus'
comments. Free publicity for a team and
weekend. There, they'll get a chance Lengen and freshmen Stephanie
"That experience was huge
a sport that don't get too much publicity
Tommy
Dillard
to
avenge
what
was
a
heart-wrenchKozusczck,
Katelyn
Campbell
and
because
now, being that close. the
· at all, why not perpetuate it?
Sports Editor
ing loss at the hands of the Tide.
Erin Sargent.
women are very confident," Mclean
, What's more ironic is that Imus' comMurray State's second varsity- said. "They know they can beat
"On paper. they were faster than
The Murray State rowing team
·.mcnts are bubbly compliments compared
we
were
and
it
was
a
close
race,"
eight
boat turned in a strong perfor- Alabama and it's made practice that
knew
the
numbers.
,to the scum that's floating around in pop
They knew Alabama had put up Head coach Bill Mclean said of the mance as well with a time of 7:53.3, much easier for me as a coach. The
.and rap music these days. Why do we not
faster times than theirs all season, Alabama squad. "Even so, I hate to but came up just short in another women are performing and striving
,get bent out of shape when Snoop Dogg
but that knowledge didn't make a be that close and not come out with nailbitcr. finishing just 2.3 seconds to find any hundredth of a second
calls someone a ho? I would call this a
they can find so when they go out in
painstakingly close loss in the varsi· a victory. One-point-one seconds - behind Alabama's second boat.
double standard, but that's another issue
The R:tcers didn't fare quite as the water next week, they'll be ready
you sneeze and that's it."
ty eight event hurt any less.
~entirely.
McLean said his team's weakest well in the varsity four competition to beat Alabama and go after the top
The Racers' varsity eight boat led
CBS Radio suspended Imus without
point
shone through and ultimately or the novice competition, but boat Tennessee."
for
1800
meters
of
the
2000-meter
pay for two weeks and MSNBC said it
While the women competed at
race but fell behind in the final 200 caused the loss in the sprint - the Mclean said he was very encour, would no longer air lmus' show. Advermeters as the Crimson Tide boat fmal portion of the race in which aged by his team's performance in Alabama. the men's club team made
tising sponsors of Imus' show are pulling
out-sprinted them to the finish line, teams increase strokes in an attempt the varsity eight events, an event an appearance at the John Hunter
. out left and right. Even so, all this is not
McLean said is clearly the Racers' Regatta in Oak Ridge, where the
squeaking out a win by a miniscule to gain speed.
enough for many who want Imus out of
"We just couldn't do anything best.
Racers' novice four boat placed
margin of 1.1 seconds. Alabama finthe business completely.
The experience of racing against a third, taking home a bwnzc medal.
ished with a time of7:28.5 to the Rac- with it," he said. "Alabama kept it a
Whether lmus stays or goes is ultilot more controlled and that's what quality Southeastern Conference The men's varsity four boat placed
ers' 7:29.6.
• mately up to CBS, and they would be jusThe race held on the Black War- allowed them to capture that 1.1 sec- opponent will undoubtedly go a long fourth in what McLean called a
tified in firing him if that is what they
way in preparing Murray State for "good showing all around."
rior River in Tuscaloosa. Ala., was ond lead in the last 200 meters."
decide to do. But it shouldn't be because
its appearance at the SIRA ChampiThe men will accompany the
The
varsity
eight
boat
was
made
the
Racers'
second
of
the
spring
seao( so-called civil rights activists and pubson and final one-on-one race before up of seniors Laura Graham and onships ncxt wt•ckcnd in Oak Ridge, women to next week's SIRA Chamlicity whores.
If three words uttered by one of the 1 delving into the hotly contested Tracy Bogard, juniors Anna Brown Tenn.. where the Racers will once pionships.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing and Karen Delaney, sophomores again meet Alabama as well as other
. most foul radio hosts in the country can
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
Association Championships next Jenna Kirkpatrick and Elizabeth Van top teams throughout the South.
keep you awake at night, then perhaps
. you should rethink where it is you live.
• This is America, the home of the brave
and the land of free speech. If CBS wants
to give Don Imus a microphone, the man
has a constitutional right to say whatever
he wants on it.
· And guess what? You have the consti. tutional right to turn off your radio and
No. 1 spot and defeated Mariana
as well, getting a 4-3 victory at Ten·
Panthers at 10 a.m. and the women
ries gave the Racers the win over
not listen to him.
Pagan handily in the first set, 6-2
nessee-Martin Tuesday and defeatthe Skyhawks.
slated for a 2:30 p.m. start. The
and managed to hang on in the secThe victory evened the Racers'
Eastern Illinois match will be the
Here's hoping the Rutgers women will
ing Morehead State 6·1 Saturday.
listen to lmus' apology, accept it, act like
ond set for a 6-4 victory.
The Racers dropped a match last
conferl·nce record at 3-3.
final regular season match for the
Friday at Eastern Kentucky, 4-3.
women. The men \viii return home
adults, move on with their lives and put
"It was back and forth and I think
lloth teams hosted Tennessee
Against Tennessee-Martin, No. 1
an end to all this foolishness.
I lost a little bit of focus there in the
Tech Thursday afternoon.
to host Austin Peay Monday at 2
· Sticks and stones may break my bones
Fadi Zamjaoui and No. 2 Dmytru
second set," Lask said. "I had to
p.m. The OVC Championships take
Results were not available at
refocus and pull it out. It was a
place next weckend in Nashville,
but words will never harm me.
Hryhorash both upended thcir
press time.
•Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at The
opponents in straight sets and Yuri
Thl• men and the women will
Tenn.
good match to get before Tech and
Eastern Illinois this weekend."
Pompeu's victory in the No. 5 spot
each travel to Eastern Illinois SatTommy Dillard can be reached at
Murray State News. E·mail comments to
The men are hitting their stride
combined with two doubles victo·
urday, with the men taking on the
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

gets 4th tourney
win of season

I Rowing team misses

win over Tide by 1.1 seconds
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Calling,
Greener pastures concealing
·Turf renovation progress begins at stadium keys to hunt
Sarah Tinsley
Staff writer
Roy Stewart Stadium will
look a little different come
football season.
As of last Monday. the old
turf b being replaced by
state-of-the-art FieldTurf. ,
Athletics Director Allen
Ward said the company
comes with a good reputation.
"FieldTurf is the best in
the business and I feel they
have the best product," he
said. "This system plays like
grass and feels like grass. but
is maintained like an artificial surface."
Maintenance is one of the
problems with the existing
turf.
There is a crown in the
middle of the field that rises
about 18 inches because of
drainage problems. The new
turf should reduce the rise
down to 3 inches and offer
much better drainage capa·
bilitics than that of the existAP.I Construction workers remove Roy Stewart Stadium's 12·year-old turf. Construction began Monday.
ing turf.
a better grip for the athletes s~tid be feels FieldTurf is the
· But the biggest reason the as well as look more like best brand out there and is
stadium is getting FieldTurf grass than other turfs.
now his team will be playing
is because the current sur·
Another positive aspect of on the best field in front of
face is worn out.
the new turf is the grade the best fans.
"Artificial turf has a life· reduction it will provide.
API
Construction of
span of eight to 10 years and There is a 3 percent grade on Calvert City will serve as the
our turf was 12 years old," the current surface and general contractor for this
W:~rd said. "For the well·
FiddTurf will reduce that project. API is responsible
being of our student-athletes grade to 0.5 percent.
for removing the old turf and
and those we compete
This could potentially everything that's underneath
against, it was imponant that offer better results for the it, as well as installing the
we replace it before next athletes.
new FieldTurf.
season.''
"If anything, it could
Construction began Man·
The risk of injury will sig· improve performance as we day and will be finished well
nificantly decrease once the will be playing on a field that in advance of the Racers
new turf is installed. Field- is similar to our practice 2007-08 season.
The
Turf has been proven t(l fields," Ward said.
approximated cost for the
reduce the number of
Head football coach Matt FieldTurf as well as the neeinjuries sustained by ath· Griffin said he and his team essary
construction
it
letes.
are both excited to receive requires is about $880, 000.
FieldTurf is composed of the new turf and are looking
Sarah Tinsley can be
silica sand and cryogenic .forward to playing on it in reached at sarah.tinsley@
rubber that layers to provide the upcoming season. He murraystate.edu.

Football program adds 3 assistant coaches to staff
Staff Re))4?rt
Two new coaches will be standing
alongside the Racer sideline, football
head coach Matt Griffin announced
Wednesday.
Last year's cornerbacks coach.
Aaron Hutsell, moved into a fulltime assistant coaching position :tnd
will serve as the Racer's defensive
secondary coach during the upcom·
ing season.

"We're excited to have Aaron
move into a full-time slot," Griffm
said in a press release. "In the year
he's been here he's exemplified what
our staff is about. He's a great
teacher and n relentless recruiter."
Kenyatt McCoy, the team's second
addition will be the team's cornerbacks coach, and Carl Mintken, the
third new Racer, will serve as the
team's running backs coach.
McCoy spent the past two seasons

at Lincoln University in Jefferson
City, Mo., where be worked as the
team's passing game coordinator,
academic adviser, recruiter coordinator and pro-liaison.
.McCoy also spent time on the staff
of a high school team.
Mintken comes to Murray State
from Springfield College, where he
was the graduate assistant offensive
line coach.
During Mintken's two seasons at

Springfield, be also served as the
junior varsity head coach. He led the
junior squad to a 3-1 record.
Mintken helped Springfield win
the 1-:mpire 8 Athletic Conference
championship in 2006. In 2006,
Springfield Jed the conference in
rushing with the assistance of
Mintkcn.
Murray State will open its 2007
season Aug. 30 when the team will
take on Louisville.

In last week's anicle I touched on the
thrill of turkey hunting even if you do not
fill your tag. Just seeing a bird or coming
close is amusing, but it is always better to
have a reward for your efforts. So when
you enter the woods this weekend. keep
the following tips in mind.
I am not an expert caller or professional turkey hunter, far
from it actually, but
these tips come
from my experiences
hunting
turkeys the last six
years.
When it comes to
calling, I learned
that less is best.
While the population of birds has
increased, so has the
amount of hunters.
The hunting pres·
Steve .
sure, especially on
··
Miller
public land, can
Outdoor columnis,t
condition the turkey
to ignore excessive calling.
It is also not natural for birds to make
their location known to predators· by
noisy communication. The award-winning callers seen on TV hardly use half of
their "turkey vocabulary" in the field. It is
mostly just used for show and entertain·
I.
ment.
Tree yelps, plain yelps, cackles, purrs,
putts, cuts, and gobbles all have their time
and place of effectiveness, but if you
know how to do a simple cluck, you will
kill birds in the spring.
• ••
There are many types of calls available
to the hunter. For beginners, box or slate
calls are the easiest to perfect. These lriction calls come with detailed instructions
that are easy to perfect.
I have heard some of the most pleasantsounding hen calls done on a box call
after a little practice.
A drawback is that these calls are not
hands-free, and holding your gun while
calling and working in a bird in can set up
a chance for disaster, because it involves
too much movement, and you could be
seen as you are fiddling with these callS.
If possible, have somebody next to you
calling. That way, all you have to worry
about is staying still and being ready to
make a shot.
'
Mouth or diaphragm calls are a bit
more difficult to master, but they allow
you to make different sounds than a box
or slate call. They also offer a hands free
approach, and you can continue callirig
until you take a shot.
If you feel you need a wider repertoire
of calls to choose from. Practice with the
mouth calls, but don't use them in the
field until you are confident in your abilities.
Whether you are a beginning call~r
using box calls, or a more advanced
mouth caller, it is important to think like
a turkey to serenade a gobbler with calls.
Lots of calling doesn't mean lots of
birds, and it will usually have the opposite effect of scaring off these smart creatures.
Just as important as calling is concealment. A turkey may not have a nose like a
deer, but it doesn't have eyes like a hawk.
Full camouflage is a must. You (head·to
toe), your gun, and anything else you
carry in the woods need to be covered ln
camo.
Conceal any objects that will glar-e,
such as glasses, watches, rings, and metaL
I've been busted twice by turkeys as they
have noticed a small patch of my white
socks and the strap swinging from my gim
as I was ready to make a shot. A Navy
Seal approach to stealth will defmitely
help close the deal.
To be successful, you need to· be
patient: patient between calls, patience to
sit still for a long time, and patient when
you get outsmarted (it happens to even ·
the best turkey hunters).
·
l have offered some basic tips and hope
this will help, but the best teacher ~
nature.
So get out in the field and fmd out for
yourself. Good luck this season 6Jld
remember to hunt smart and safe.

..·

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to steven.miller@murraystate.edu.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

-
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1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. -noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

mmanuel Lurna.~ n
Church
corner of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

Olurch .at 10: J O am.

EVeryone w etcomer
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: :A:utumn Boaz
•·ASsistant Sports Editor

·=:
·:: Who can focus?

::; Who can be mentally tough?
··: Who can play this game?
;:. When the sound of a blowing whistle isn't
echoing inside a player's helmet, questions like
these tend to fly toward the ears of the athletes,
courtesy of the Racer coaching staff.
After testing the physical strength of the
players for nearly two hours during afternoon
practice, coaches stand back to see which players are running strong, kicking strong and passing strong at the end of the day.
" But most of all, coaches wait to see whose
• thoughts are still in the right place - nowhere
· but on the field.
:. Sophomore running back Josh Jones said the
: q>aches push the players to think about both
: &jdes of the game.
:::"Football is 50/SO,- sophomore josh Jones
: ~~d, Wednesday after practice. "Fifty percent
•P.bysical and 50 percent mental. You just can't
P.fay the game by being physically fit. You have
to focus in on the little stuff."
After nine practices, Jones said the players
and coaches are starting to see things in the
~ same light, thanks to the extra nudge from the
:.:~aching staff. Throughout the last three
· \veeks, coaches have stressed the importance •
: of mental toughness, Jones said.
:::"Coaches just want us to know that bad plays
: ire going to happen. we're going to get a bad
•c!lll," Jones said. "But if we play hard, the worst
might not happen.
• • "We (have to) play hard with every snapped
• ball, 100 percent, be all in it, be mentally tough,
t~o. Offsides hurt us and (Griffin) wants to cut
aown on all the little stuff. That's the main
tliing he's trying to hit on. (The players) are
ilready physically able, if we just cut down on
~

.

:-:
.. .

Elaine Kight/The News

Sophomore Shane McCleskey stretches out to orab a pass at a recent practice. The has one week of practice left befrore the sprinq game, Apr1121.
all the little things that backfire on us we'll be
good. We have to play as a team."
Despite the apparent improvement, Head
Coach Matt Griffin is quick to admit his team
still has plenty of ground to cover before open·
ing day Aug. 30.
With a long line of practices left before the
new season, Griffin said patience is the key to
improvement. Throughout the spring, practices have been slow and steady with fairly
similar routines being performed from day-today. Wednesday, however, was the first day the

team ran a live two-minute drill. during which
the offense was given two minutes to travel 65
yards for a touchdown.
During the drill, the defense was able to stop
the offense three consecutive times.
"(The drill) wa~n't really crisp, but defen·
sively I thought we played very well today,"
Griffin said. "There's been improvements in all
three phases. It's been gradual, but it's a slow
and long process."
Although Griffin knows the transition will be
slow, he said other people within the team have

made his second-year experience easier.
Behind Griffin and his staff, seven seniors lead
the Racers through every play on the field.
"When you look at it on paper you worry
about leadership," Griffm said. "But when you
bear those kids talk amongst themselves, at
meetings and on the practice field - when those
senior are echoing the same things that I talk
about to the younger guys, you've got pretty
good leadership."
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

l~.:rack team tallies three 1st-place finishes, team places 5th
-.

Autumn Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor
When the track team opened its
Qutdoor season March 16. it expected
tO run the rest of its season in the
l).ixury of warm spring temperatures.
:. :Last weekend, however, the team
;~perienced just how unpredictable
~e spring season can be when temperatures dropped into the mid-40s
•at'ter climbing as high as 83 on April

..

.3. :

With cold air and even colder

wind gusts. the Racers adjusted to
Mother Nature and ended the weekend with three individual flrst-place
ftnishes at the Gatorade Classic host·
ed by Southeast Missouri State.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said
one of the main concerns last weekend w~s to keep the athletes warm,
making sure the runners' muscles
stayed loose throughout the meet.
"'t's harder for (runners) to maintain their core body temperature, so
they really don't have the luxury to
sit down and be inactive for long
periods of time," Chavis said. "...Peo-

pie who had long waits between
events went to the van and sat inside
to maintain their core body temperature."
Despite the less than perfect con·
ditions. freshman Meagan Richeson,
Andreye Payne and }osha Rogers
each came home with first-place finishes. The high individual scores,
however, were not enough to land
the Racers atop the team ranking~!,
and the team ended the day with a
fifth-place finish out of seven teams.
"I'm pretty happy with the way we
competed," Chavis said. "'For us to be

able to walk away with three wins
and a lot of personal bests for the
season, 1 think that's pretty successful, particularly considering the conditions being as cold as it was.
"There was every opportunity for
people not to compete well be able
to use the weather as an excuse, but
for the most part I felt like we just
worked right through it and came
out P.retcy welUaa Jot of~•
Richeson linished first in the 400meter hurdle:-; with a time of one
minute, six seconds, topping nine
other competitors.

Payne finished first in the long
jump with a leap of 17 feet, 8.75 inches and Rogers tallied the Racer's
third victory ofthe day after jumping
5-02 V4 in the high jump competition.
Six other competitors ended the
day with top-five finishes for Murray
State.
The team has this weekend off, but
wW miUIIIe .its schedule with the
Vanderbilt Invitational April20·21 in
Nashville, Tenn.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

Premier Mini Storage
Summer Storage Units Available NOW!

753-9600
BURRITOS, TACOS & MORE

Now at HardH'S.

rag
all your stuff home and back again??

Store your stuff!

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!
-Pest Control
-Open 7 Days a Week
-We Rent U-Hauls
-We Sell Boxes
-Behind Goody's
-Across From The Big Apple

-Rates from $18 Monthly
-Controlled access
-Video Surveillance
-No deposit required
-Air Conditioned Units
-On Site Manager

Look for the Red Burrito Street Team for

RESERVE NOW! LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!

sp ecial deals at Red Burrito.

Premier Mini Storage -644 N 12th St.-Murray
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Free Padlock When

You Move In!
P,r emier Mini Storage
Coupon good through May 31st, 2007
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'Dr. Faustus' explores world
of heaven, hell, controversy.
Becky Pasldevlcb
Staff writer

faustus' servant Waqner, played by Brian Kinnaman. sophomore from Florissant, Mo.. fights over
: keys with The Clown. played by Daniel Trump, senior from Paducah, Ky.

O'Neill, junior from lexinqton, Ky., plays Mephistopheles. Lucife(s second-In-command.

Contrary to rumors, the department of theater
and dance's upcoming performance of Marlowe's
"Dr. Faustus" shouldn't be labeled pro-lesbian or
anti-God. Provocative dress and devilish scenes, on
the other hand, should be expected on stage.
Lauren Cecil, sophomore from New Albany, Ind.,
plays the role of Dr. Faustus and said playing a man
didn't start out so easily.
"'t was hard to get into the vocal range and physicality," she said. "The physicality I have to have
with other women was a little awkward at first, but
now that we have been working on it, it's more comfortable."
Dr. Faustus is an intelligent mao who has been
deprived of people who love him. He uses magic in
an attempt to cure his loneliness and, along the way,
conjures various demons.
The play is full of temptations and maintains a
theme of redemption.
One controversial issue is that Cecil, a female, has
to act attracted to another female during the show.
"Hopefully I do a good enough job for you to think
I'm a man," she said. "Clair (O'Neill) and I h~ve a
great chemistry that is larger than life on stage....
Anywhere you go you're going to have close-minded people and people who don't enjoy being out of
their comfort zone. We didn't let Murray hold us
back; we did what was right for the show."
Clair O'Neill, junior from Lexington, Ky., plays
the part of Mephistopheles. Faustus' temptation. She
said the unique costumes and makeup make this
performance stand out.
"The set is completely black and white with
grayscale fabrics, jewelry, everything has to be
chrome or silver," she said. "We dyed a lot for this
and got materials from all over the country. We
could completely suck and I think (the audience)
will be completely entertained."
She said there have been issues with this being a
lesbian play, because Faustus has to lust for women
in the play. She said that Cecil does a great job of
becoming Faustus on stage and people wiJI just have
to let go of the fact that she's a girl.
She also commented on the notion of it being antiGod.
"The entire play people are telling Faustus to

repent and God will forgive you," she said. "There
bas been a lot of controversy around (the play)
because it is very sexual and provocative but 1 think•
that's necessary because that's the world Faustus:
wants to be in. It's all very relevant and very motivated. but if people come in and arc close-minded
they won't have a good time."
Playing an evil character is fun, O'Neill said, but,
the sexual component is difficult.
'
"I don't think of myself as a sexy person at all so.
that was a definite challenge for me," she said.
:
O'Neill works in the costume shop and made her,
own costume, which she credits. in combination
with Lauren's help. for getting her into character.
"It's very sexy, very witchlikc," she said. "J'm
completely crazy about it."
,
Lissa Graham-Schneider, assistant professor oC:
theatre, directs the roughly 25-member cast of "Dr.:
Faustus."
!
The decision to perform "Dr. Faustus" was partly
because Graham-Schneider personally has a great
love for the play and horror films, the latter of which,
guided the decision to do the play devoid of color. ,
Graham-Schneider is satisfied with the result, and'
said it is beautiful in a dark, scary, horrific way.
"The play has been edited because its three hours
long," she said. "We didn't take (the Pope SCt!ne) out
because of the religious aspect, it was because we
couldn't handle the scene with our budget."
;
She encourages people to come out to sec what.
she called this "easily digested classic."
'
"Even if you haven't read the play and aren't
familiar with it, it's really audience-friendly," she
said. "The costumes are beautiful and extremely
stylistic. (The show is) visually exciting and inter-'
esting. There are cool special effects in it. It's a good•
story about a man who makes a lot of bad decisions
and the consequences he faces because of those bad•
decisions."
Graham-Schneider mentioned that "Dr. Faustus"
is for mature audiences only. It includes disturbing
sequences all of which, according to GrahamSchneider. are done tastefully.
"Dr. Faustus" will run Friday through Saturday at
7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Admission is $8 for adults, faculty
and AARP members. Students get in free with Racercards.
1
Becky Paskievich can be reached at rebecca.
paskievich@murraystate.edu.
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This Week
•Friday
Fashion show
7:30 p.m., 'Hip Hop
Runway', sponsored by Campus
Activities Board
and Student Government Association, Curris Center
Barkley Room, free
admission

Play
7:30 p.m., 1>r. Faustus,' Robert E.
~ohnson Theatre,
adult $8, faculty
and AARP $8, MSU
students free with
Racercard

Concert
8 p.m., university
chorale and chamber singers, Per:Corming Arts Hall

:•Sunday
;pleld hockey
12:30 p.m., MSU
club field hockey
team vs. Western
Kentucky University, Intramural
Fields, free admission

.•Monday

'SGA Elections
9 a.m., online voting for Student
Government officers and senators

•Wednesday
Field day
10 a.m., agriculture
related activities,
Murray State Expo
Center, free admission.

Redtal
8 p.m., Timothy
J.ee, tuba, Perform'ing Arts Hall, free
admission

Tenrikyo followers
find less opposition
in the United States
)hnBareb
Staff writer
Sometimes, one has i:o travel
a few thousand miles 'to find a
Uttle peace. For, students who
follow Tenrikyo, that means
coming to America.
The Japanese-based religion
is newer and less commonly
practiced than Buddhism, the
predominant religion of the
nation.
Founded in 1838 by Miki
Nakayama, Tenrikyo followers
believe in the true, original
state and the path of the joyous
life.
The world headquarters of
Tenrikyo is at the home of its
founding in Tenri, Japan.
The religion's hoine Web
site, tenrikyo.or.jp, gives a brief
explanation ofTenrikyo and its
history while highlighting the
phrase, "Joyous life for all," at
the top.
Manami Nakamura, senior
from Osaka City, Japan, attends
Murray State on an exchange
program from Penri University
in Japan.
Nakamura said she appreciates the level of religious tolerance in America as compared
to Japan.
"Americans practice Christianity the way we practice
Tenrikyo," Nakamura said.
Nakamura said the majority
of Japanese citizens are Buddhist and not as tolerant or
accepting of Tenrikyo as are
the Americans she has encountered in Murray.
Like Christianity, Tenrik:yo
believes in a supreme zod and
similarly follows the morals of
humanity and kindness towards
others, according to the site.

Paul Holladay/The News

Manaml Nakamura, senior from Osaka City, Japan, said meditation Is Important to followiflQ Tenrtkyo.
Followers of Tenrikyo know
their god as "God the Parent,"
who created human beings and
the earth.
They believe he provides his
followers with whatever they
need to reach their one, true
self.
Kentucky has only one Tenrikyo church, near Cincinnati,
Ohio, which leaves the followers at Murray State without a
collective place to worship on a
.regular basis.
Nakamura said she and her
friends who follow Tenrikyo
take time away from their personal lives to help others in
need.
Even something as simple as
picking up a piece of trash from
the ground to keep the earth
clean is an important contribution to the principles of Tenrik:yo, Nakamura said
"We believe that if we help
others be close to God then we
can be closer to God too,"
Nakamura said. "The better we

Many followers pray to 'God the Parenr In Tenrikyo temples throuohout Japan.
are to others, the better God
will be to us."
Murray State also helps
smaller religions like Tenrikyo
by keeping strong relationships
with Japanese universities, said

Keisuke Ishioka, visiting student from Murray.
Tenrikyo uses a book of collected works and passages similar to the Christian Bible called
the "Ofudesaki," which con-

tains the principles and values
that followers of Tenrikyo
apply to their daily lives, lshioka said.
Jim Burch can be reached at
jarTIJ!s.burch@murraystate.edu.

•Thursday ·
Concert
'8 p.m., Provost

Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, free
admission

PLEASE ENTER
YOUR SOCIAL
SECURITY tiJMBER.

..

·o

SELECT TERH•

..

YOU HAVE EXCEEDED
MAXIMUM FRESHMAN
TERMS. PLEASE
MOVE ON.

..

•April 22
Concert
4 p.m., Voices of
Praise Concert,
Curris Center Ballroom. free admission

WWW.BIGAfPI .EMURRAY,COM
THURSDAY APRIL l?ru

SNU CK AF OO

(J AM BAND FROM CmCAGO)

THURSDAY APRIL 26TH

CLARENCE DOBBINS

DECK NO\V ()Pf:N!
UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPECIALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS

& FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS
NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
~ETINGS~AR11ES
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Short CD list completes any.rainy day collection
Review

Editor in Chief Elizabeth Cawein
writes the music reviews.
• The rainy day- it's an unfortunate
staple of life when living in lush,
tropical locales like Murray. But
luckily for us these days come
equipped with their own' moody
soundtrack. And since we've had
more than our fair share of the rainy
day blues lately, I figured I'd pass on
rny top three albums for just such a
listening occasion.

SPEED

the -=
o\lapse.

Fio na Apple - Extraordinary

.Machine
"

....

I

courtesy of fiona-apple.com

: :: ~cleased in 2002, ''Extraordinary

Fiona Apple's 'Extraordinary Machine' combines plucky plano with a little sass.

· ~t)chine" is the follow-up to Apple's

panics gray skies with perfection.

:lackluster sophomore album, "When
:the Pawn." Like most of her work, it's
full of sassy. embittered, harshly
:Struck chords on the piano and plen·
ty of wrath only available from the
.songwriting pen of a scorned
.woman.
While some tracks, like "Extraordinary Machine," will uplift you with
pluc ky piano melodies and soft
soprano vocals, others, like " 0
·siulor," " Not About Love," and "Get
Him Back" will be in sync with rainy
:day moods. Either way you roll, it's a
' deeply personal album that accom-

"Death of An Interior Designer,"
"The Sound of Settling" and "Wc
Looked Like Giants" are a few standoul tracks not to miss.

Death Cab for Cutie - Transat lantic:ism
To be honest, any Death Cab
album would be in my rainy day ·
playlist on permanent rotation.
This one just happens to be one of
my all-time Caves. "Transatlanticism" hit ' stores in 2003, and while
the band has gained more recent
notoriety for 2005's "Plans," this is
an album not to be missed - nnd it's
got more to offer than highly sampled tracks like ''The New Year."

Guster - Lost and Gone For e ver
No rainy day playlist would be
complete without "Rainy Day" from
Guster's 1999 release "Lost and Gone
Forever."
Although I've only recently gotten
into Guster and have been more
hooked on their latest EP release,
"Satellite," their earlier work is not

courtesy of wi shinglint>.com

Deatti Cab for Cutle's 1ransatlanticlsm' features tracks like 1he New Year.'
too shabby, either.
Long story short, it rains more in
this godforsaken place than down by
the banks of the Nile.
So stay inside, put on some paja-

mas and listen to a little Death Cab
for comfort.
The sun will come out again eventually.
Right?

.::::Sigma Alpha Iota's All Campus Sing bigger than ever

.~otteKyle
~~ffwriter

.:::~ore
- singing. More danc:mg.

Bigger than ever, this
:year's All Campus Sing will
:oe of Broadway proportions.
' Sigma Alpha Iota's All
Campus Sing celebrates its
49th year Wednesday with 26
groups competing on the
steps of Lovett Auditorium.
SAl, a professional music frate rnity, awards prize s to
groups competing in four
divisions: fraternity, sorority,
:reside ntial college and inde:pendtmt. Proceeds · from the

event go to music scholarships and the organization's
other philanthropic effort:..
ACS's record participation
this year can be attributed to
Christen Jones, senior from
O'Fallon, Ill., and Jessica
Moore, junior from Dexte r,
Mo., co-chairs for this year's
event.
Jones said she and Moore
heavily promoted fraternity
involvement, recruiting six
fraternities, and "'Worked to
bring in new organizations as
welL
"We targeted groups that
we felt we really had to have,
like international students,"

Jones said. "They didn't do it
last year but they did it the
year before, and we really
wanted tu have them out
there."
Competitors arc judged on
musicality, crowd appeal.
s tage presence and creativity.
T ro phies a nd cash prizes,
provided by the Alumni Association, arc awarded to the
first. second and third place
groups in each category.
Alissa Zimmerman, freshman from O'Fallon, Ill., chose
to participate in the event
with Sigma Sigma Sigma. As a
newer member of the sororit y, she said she hoped prac-

tices and competing will
bring her closer to her sisters.
"Practice has been stressful," Zimmerman said. "We've
been putting in a lot of long
hours and late nights, but it
will all pay off in the end."
Moore said it's the diversity
that brings something extra to
the experience.
"It's a great experience for
people who normally don't
sing to get out there," Moore
said. "I think it's really fun,
more than anything. It's neat
. to see all the diverse people
out there, just grabbi!!l,_lawn

Because there are no
restrictions or set themes.
audience members can expect
a variety, said Moore, ranging
from the '80s, songs from
"The
Nightmare Before
Christmas" and "Chicago"
and even swing music. The
girls of 'sAI will provide the
fi nale with a disco-themed act
before prizes are awarded.
In addition to having more
participants, SAl has also
made a few changes. The
biggest is an instrument drive
to benefit the People to Peop1c:pojecL Members of the

which will be refurbished and
sent all over the world to
financially needy music programs. Jones said concessions
will be sold and bleachers will
be provided to allow elevated
seating for those late arrivals.
"We're just trying to make
it bigger and better than
ever," Jones said.
All Campus Sing starts at
4:30 p.m. Wednesday on the
steps of Lovett. In the event
of rain, the program will be
moved indoors. Admission is,
free.
:
Charlotte Kyle can be!
chairs~ "'biatll~ ~ ~t!l'"ollmunf~t.'ftc!MI~ • " hf!rcltrd at charlotte.kyle@.
ting on the Quad in tlie grass...
donate used instruments,
murraystate.edu.

.•

This Week in Entertainment
•• Albums
L Let It Go
Tim McGraw
2. Now 24
Various Artists
3. Buck the World
Young Buck
4. Music Is M y Savior
Mims
S. Ko nvicted
Akon

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVDs

1. Bla des of Glory

1. Don't M atter
Akon
2. The Sweet Escape
Gwe n Stefani featuring
Akon
3. This I s W hy I 'm Hot
Mims
4 . Glam o rous
Fergie featuring Ludacris
5. Girlfriend
Avril Lavigne

L Happy Feet

2. The Re aping
3. Are We D on e Yet?

4. Grlndhouse

5. Meet The Rob insons

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

• Books

• Web site

1. Nineteen Minutes
Jodi Picoult
2. The Good She pherd
2. 0bsesslon
Jonathan Kellerman
3. Charlotte's W eb
3. The Allbl Man
Tami Hoag
4. Entourage: Se ason 3 Part 1 4. White thorn Woods
Maeve Binchy
5. Pursuit of Bappyness
S. For A Few D emons More
Kim Harrison

Source: Bestbuy.corn

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Nytimes.com

•,

Tenrlkyo.com
This is the Web site for the :
Tenrikyo Mission Head- :
quarters in America. Curi- :
ous browsers can visit the .
site and learn the basics of.
the religion, locate the :
places of worship in the ~
United States and find out .
t he dates and locations of:
even ts. The site also posts :
infor mation about services :
and old religious stories for :
users to read.
:'

.

MURRAY

CLASSIFI EDS
'

•
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LARGEST RESALE clothing store In ~
Mid.South. Men, Women & Children ..~ve up to 90%. All ck-an, orzaniztd by sin, V~ntage to current f.ashions. The Answer 321 ~ Slrftt Benton, KY, 270-527-1078 Open 6 days
10-5.

Travtl with STS to this year'' top 10
• Spring Break destinations! Best deals
: guarmteed! Hightst ~p commissions.
• Call 1-600-648-4849 or visit
~~blra.\'d.mm. Great group discounts.

SUDOKU

• 1 Fern.1le and 1 M.tle AKC Registered

English Bulldos Pups 8 weeb. Come
with vet record, 1st set of shots,
wormed. Pup mo romes with 100%
he.Jith. For more inform.ttion. you can
• contact me via this erNil btlow: &nail:
: pet2000.jimmyOgmail.com. Addres5
Below: 350 North OriNns Street
lbby, Chicago, IL 60654
OyNmic grow.ing lighting company
is seeking a MARKfll~·
ER for entry-level ~ilion and a

Medium

Easy

1

New York Stock Exchange company
s~in& teachen and stuaents to fill
sales & mamtgemt'nl positions. P;arttime (10-20 hrs o1 wrek) or Full-time
and ~e will work around §('llt'dules.
Sl>rious Inquiries only. Ple.ue all Mr.
Michael Henson at 270-703-2970.

To play: Complete the grid so that every
rem, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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lli~CH. Individual will be
responsible for r~earch and malysis
on market trt•nds. Manage vendor
rtlaliuns, presentation 01nd upcoming events. Partner with internal
marketing and u les teams to develop product and marketing program
for various customen. Establi9h and
maintain regular communication
with S<tles team and retail partners.
Qualified candidates mu~t be proficic.>nl In Microsoft Offict, and have
a bacht'lor't dejtree in business or
related degree. Also must have
excellent intrrpersonal slcills and
abllity to interact with <llllevels or
~nnrl within and oubide the
compolny. Must have the mility to
emblish goals, set dear rxpKtations, prioritize activities and have
lhe vnsatility to handle many onpins projects simultaneously. Open

.. :.

to tr<Jvel 20-30% of year to tnt'l and
US markets. MARKETING ASSJSl..JLI'{[, Individual will be performing
marketing support and public relations related tasks. Update customl.'1'
sales reports, spreadsheets and documents per request Follow up with
customer inqufries, correspundl'nte.
Maintain and/ or set-up filing systems for producb. Qualified candidates must be proficient in
Microsoft oftice. Baclwlor's degree
preferred, or an asSO<'iate's degret
or its equivalent with at k-ast 2
years of expe.Wnce in marlctting,
business or in a related area is
required. For immediate consideration, pluse e-mail your resume and
cover letter to
cuiliu@tlclighting.com or fn to
270-856-3471 •

Visit

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
..... - . ........... •rllta at

PRIZESUDOKU.cm~

l~t('~~&,

fJ

·~

.. ~

Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku puzzles.
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Play "night, Mother'
debuts production
as well as company
Phillip Dishon
Staff writer
Independent film and independent
theater may seem like very different
endeavors, but for the student-organized production company Cue the
Smoke Productions, anything is
worth trying.
That is why the predominantly
film-oriented group produced the
Marsha Norman play '"night, Mother.''
Derek Owen, senior from Benton,
Ky.• is a founding member of Cue the
Smoke Productions.
Owen said producing "'night,
Mother" was a stretch from the production company's original focus on
producing independent fll.m projects.
Still, Owen said the play served as
a good starting point for the group to
build on their reputation.
"("'Night, Mother") was something we could do right now that
didn't cost a lot of money," Owen
said. "It was a way to get us started.
to get us on our feet.''
Owen said production on "'night,
Mother" began earlier this semester
after the company heard Clayton
Tune, a theater major, was trying to
put on a play independently from the
University.
Tune, junior from Annandale, Va.,
said he chose to direct "'night, Mother" outside of the theater department because he both enjoyed the
play and wanted to gain more experience directing shows.
"The topic of the show, I know, is
something most people don't (condone) - the idea of suicide." Tune
said. "Because it is shown in such a

realistic fashion, that's what really
drew me to it. (The show) just tells
of a dysfunctional family and a relationship between a mother and
daughter."
Tune said the show explores a lot
of elements of the individual.
Specifically, Tune said he tried to
focus on the theme of controlling
one's life.
"The challenge is making (the
characters) come off as p~ople we
would not see as being (ignorant),"
Tune said. "The problems are ... the
actual circumstances of the play and
portraying that in a realistic fashion."
Since the show was produced free
from the Murray State department
of theater and dance, Tune said he
has been able to try a different
approach to-directing the show.
He said he has worked closely
with the actors to flesh out the play's
story and theme.
"My job is just to be a guide,"
Tune said.
The play focuses on the deterio·
rating relationship between two
characters: Mama, played by Gina
Pfannerstill, senior from Murray,
and her daughter, Jessie, played by
Casey Northcutt, junior from Benton. Ky.
Pfannerstill said she eagerly
accepted the role because of the controversial material in the play.
"I like challenges," Pfannerstill
said. "I thought it would be a really,
really difficult role to play. It's kind
of a (role) reversal."
During the initial rehearsals, P£annerstill said her role was not well
defined and lacked substance.
"I didn't have any physicality,"
Pfannerstill said. "It was just me (on

.....

photos by jonathan Burris/The Nev.;,s

Gina Pfannerstlll, senior from Murray, and casey Northcutt, junior from Benton, Ky., star In "night, Mother.'
stage) reading my lines.''
Pfannerstill said preparing to play
the dependent and arthritis-ridden
60-year-old Mama required a great
amount of research.
"The majority of my research was
researching old people," Pfannerstill
said. "I watched a lot of older people
to get down (their habits).''
Considering the play's cast consists of only two characters, Pfannerstill said finding a comfortable
chemistry on stage was also a challenge..
"(Each actor) has to play off each
other," Pfannerstill said.
'"Night, Mother" opens at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday and runs through April
21 in Wilson 310 A. The box office
opens at 6:30 p.m.
General admission is $5 and student tickets are $3.
Phillip Dishon can be reached at
phillip.dishon@murraystate.edu.
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Mama (Pfannerstlll) tries to understand Jessie's (Northcutt) desire to commit suicide.

The Board of Regents
of Murray State University

.,._.......rship will
e representing

requests the honor of the presence
of the student body
at the inauguration of

Randy J. Dunn
as the eleventh
President of the University

Positions now open!
Pick up your application in the
SGA Office.
Positions Available:
• Innovative Acts
• Showcasing
• Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
• Lectues
• Homecoming/Murray Madness
• Concerts
• Multicultural Awareness (2 Positions)
• Publicity (3 positions)
• Production-Sound/Lights
• Non-Traditional/Commuter
• Membership

Application deadline is April 23 at noon in the SGA Office
Interviews Thesday, April24 by appointment.
Image from www.sxc.hu

Friday, April 20th, 2007
2 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Murra~

State University

Murray, Kentucky
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